Idaho, USA
Let’s just say it like it is. We’re a couple of
California kids. We wear flip -flops year round,
drive with our sunroofs open most days, and
warm walks on the beach are a nightly ritual for
us - all 12 months of the year! Needless to say,
we don’t experience cold weather all that much,
and when we do, it’s honestly really exciting. We
both have puffy coats and beanies that only get
worn a handful of times a year, and we love the
idea of cozying up by a warm fire… so this
holiday season we were REALLY itching to go
somewhere cold. We began hunting for the
perfect ski town to visit - we wanted a location
that was easy to get to, had beautiful scenery,
delicious restaurants, and plenty of activities.
The destination that immediately caught our
attention and checked every category? SUN
VALLEY.

Getting There: Fly Alaska Airlines
Alaska Airlines has a nonstop flight out of LAX
that is only a little over two hours, and couldn’t
be more convenient. Not only was our service
amazing (shout out to Mackenzie!) the experience
was genuinely so much fun. On this route they
offer free local wine and beer (you read that right
— FREE!), great snacks (who doesn’t love Cheez It’s?), and they even gift you with a free lift
ticket!! That’s right, Alaska has a “Ski Free”
promotion, where you get a free lift ticket that
you can ski with at numerous resorts around the
U.S.A. How cool is that? Check out the website to
see if the promotion aligns with your next skiing
destination (because let’s be real… skiing is
expensive and free lift tickets g o a long way!).
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We’ve flown a lot in our days, and Alaska really goes beyond in customer service. This trip solidified
that for us.
(While we’re on the subject, transportation in Sun Valley is great as well. Don’t worry about renting a
car, there are shuttle services that’ll take you all over town!)

Stay: Knob Hill Inn
We mulled over where to stay for days while we were planning our trip, and finally came to the
conclusion that we should try a local favorite, the Knob Hill Inn. And we are SO glad we did. With only
29 rooms, it’s charming, cozy, and the staff felt like family (more on that in a moment)! The free
cooked-to-order breakfast was great, they had freshly baked cookies in the lobby, and the heated pool
and jacuzzi felt amazing after a day in the snow! Not to mention the location was awesome - we
walked to and from town most nights! (They also have a shuttle that we took daily - again, don’t worry
about renting a car!)
One thing that stands out to us about great hotels i s when they can provide the comfort and luxury
you hope for, while still maintaining a homelike atmosphere. At big resorts you feel like one of the
masses, while at a place like Knob Hill you feel like it’s your home. The employees, including the
general manager, knew us by name by day two. And they’re genuine. Not just a stuffy “Yes sir” or
other canned phrase they say to everyone… but you can quickly feel that they love their job and care
about the guests. If you know what we’re talking about, you know th is is an incredible quality, and we
don’t throw it around all the time. Knob Hill has that… we miss it!
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See: Just Go Outside
The scenery in Sun Valley is STUNNING. While we happened to be there when there was less snow than
normal, it was still breathtaking to see. The snow covered mountains, the lush tree landscapes, and
even the ski slopes were gorgeous. There’s something really beautiful about the hustle and bustle of
winter sports. Speaking of which…

Activities: Ski, Snowboard, and more!
Another reason we chose Sun Valley was the activities. THEY ARE ENDLESS. Skiing? Snowboarding? Their
slopes are world-renowned. Want to try snowshoeing? They've got that. They also have fat biking,
bowling, shopping, (more options??)…we could go on for days! (Not to mention all that you can do there
in the summer - we’re already planning our next trip!)
We decided to spend some time skiing - which neither of us had ever done before. We utilized our free
ski pass (thanks Alaska!) and spent some time taking a lesson and attempting the “bunny slopes”. Let’s
just say Bobby was a natural, and Alli was ready for a glass of wine. ;) Bobby loved it so much that he
spent the rest of the weekend building up the courage and skills to go down the “main slope?”. While he
skied, Alli happily filled her time shopping, going to the spa, and listening to live music in the lodge.
Both of us couldn’t have been more content!
*If you don’t have ski or snowboard gear (we didn’t), we found out about the COOLEST service. Ski
Butlers will come to your hotel room and hook you up with all you need. The cost is actually really
affordable, and it’s SO incredibly easy. If we ever needed anything or had any questions, they were
always just a quick phone call away !

Eat: Everything.
The dining options in Sun Valley are just as endless as the activities - we could write a whole blog just
on that! (And we did, check it out here.) ;) One of our favorite way s to dine when we’re in a new
location is what we call “grazing”. We’ll go to one spot for a drink, another place to share an appetizer
or two, and a final restaurant for our main course. It’s a great way to do it when you’re surrounded by
so, so, SO many great restaurants!
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